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Abstract 
The present paper investigates the use of two high–frequency verbs: make and take. These 
verbs are particularly interesting since they express basic meaning (the meaning of the 
verb is mostly determined by its combinations). Therefore, they do not constitute a 
problem in learners’ comprehension. However, because they have little semantic content, 
learning how to use them appropriately has proved to be tricky even for advanced learners 
(Howarth, 1998; Altenberg & Granger, 2001; Nesselhauf, 2003; Futgi et al. 2008). The 
aim of this study is to analyse learners’ ability to produce the two high-frequency verbs 
to uncover features of non–nativeness of learner language in relation to the use of these 
verbs, such as overuse/underuse of certain verbs, nouns, collocations or structures, 
focusing on Spanish and Italian learners of English. Corpus Linguistics (CL) is 
particularly useful for looking for this type of non–native usage patterns. Learner Corpora 
will be studied using CIA, Contrastive Interlanguage Analysis (Granger, 1998) as a 
method, more specifically NL/IL comparison (native language vs interlanguage) to be 
able to compare native and non–native speakers’ performances in comparable situations. 
A second type of comparison will be made between two interlanguages (Spanish and 
Italian). Including a second L2 variety allows to distinguish general L2 features from 
characteristics that are exclusive to one particular language. Authentic learner data has 
been retrieved from the International Corpus of Learner English (ICLE). ICLE contains 
argumentative essays produced by advanced second language learners of English from 
different mother–tongue backgrounds. The Louvain Corpus of Native English Essays 
(LOCNESS) is used as a control corpus to compare it with the learner corpora. Results 
bring further evidence that high-frequency verbs are difficult items even for advanced 
English learners. In addition, the two learner groups share some of the problems, while 
others, despite the similarities between the two languages, are related to the L1 of the 
learners. These results have pedagogical implications: teachers should aim to improve 
learners’ productive capacities of those items that have not been fully mastered yet, such 
as high-frequency verbs.  
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1. Introduction 

In recent years there has been a wide interest in high-frequency verbs such as have, make, 
take, do, be, give, get. Verbs of this type are usually taught at an early stage of the learning 
process as they appear again and again in discourse; moreover, they are considered to be 
easy and expressing basic meanings. Nevertheless, several studies (Chi, Wong & Wong, 
1994; Altenberg & Granger, 2001; Nesselhauf, 2003; Hyun Ma & Kim, 2013) have 
proven that high-frequency verbs are tricky items for language learners; in particular, they 
tend to present some problems in the productive aspect for second language learners. In 
addition, these studies claim that the polysemy of such verbs is one of the reasons why 
students fail to perform correctly; another reason is that verbs of this type have developed 
their own “constructions” or language-specific features. Therefore, the issues of high-
frequency verbs have become a central matter in learner language research. 

Many studies have been interested in noun collocates of these verbs. Chi et al. (1994) in 
a collocational study of learners of English as a second language noticed that most 
learners tend to substitute the high-frequency verb have with make and vice versa with 
certain noun collocates such as contribution, decision, recommendation  or study. It was 
concluded that the wrong selection of verb was caused by the unawareness of the 
delexicalized nature (no significant meaning) of those verbs. The fact that delexical uses 
of high-frequency verbs are indeed problematic for students has also been discussed in 
other studies, such as Nesselhauf (2003). This researcher studied the type of mistakes that 
occurred in word combinations in the use of high-frequency verbs by advanced German 
speaking learners of English and concluded that even advanced learners have profound 
difficulties in producing collocations.  

Nevertheless, high-frequency verbs are not only problematic when they appear with a 
noun collocate. In a comparative study of English use by Swedish and French learners, 
Altenberg & Granger (2001) explored the major uses of the verb make, and, although in 
a lengthy discussion of the delexical category they found out that both learner groups 
overused this verb in general but underused its delexical function, make is also 
problematic in its other uses. Make sb believe sth, make sth possible are examples of a 
different type of use of the same verb that was also proven to be problematic, but this 
time the two learner groups performed in different ways. It is possible to see through the 
results of Altenberg & Granger’s (2001) study that English learner language can possess 
general features as well as characteristics that depend on the leaners’ first language. 

The main difference between the studies of Chi et al. (1994), Nesselhauf (2003), and 
Altenberg & Granger (2001) is that the former two involve only error analysis, while the 
latter is not only interested in the errors but also in the non-errors; thus, Altenberg & 
Granger (2001) offer a perhaps even more valuable study to understand the learners’ 
interlanguage. The term interlanguage (IL) was introduced by Larry Selinker to name the 
internal linguistic system that is produced by a learner of a second language (L2) when 
she/he tries to express meaning in the language being learned at any stage of the learning 
process. This new linguistic system differs from both the learner’s first language and the 
target language, but it is linked to both these languages by interlingual perceptions of the 
student. According to Selinker (as cited in Alternberg & Granger, 2001) “absolute success 
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in a second language affects, as we know from observation, a small percentage of learners 
– perhaps a mere 5 %”; therefore, very unlikely that a learner of a second language reaches 
complete native-like competence.  

Corpora (i.e., large collections of language data) have been employed in linguistics 
studies for quite some time, but it has not been until recently that learner corpora have 
been widely used in learner language research. One of the important names in the field of 
Learner Corpus Research is Granger (2002), who helped launch the International Corpus 
of Learner English (ICLE), a collection of texts written by learners of English from 
different mother-tongue backgrounds. The texts that form ICLE are comparable in size, 
type of text and level of proficiency of the students. ICLE has been growing from 9 
language backgrounds to 16 nowadays. Moreover, Granger’s studies (1998, 2001, 2002) 
have been considered pioneering in this field.  

The aim of this paper is to throw some light on the use of two major representatives of 
high–frequency verbs: make and take. They have been chosen in this study for several 
reasons. First, because they are essential in basic communication, yet tricky for language 
learners. Second, several researchers have focused on the study of high-frequency verbs 
and they discovered interesting characteristics that need further explanation. The 
following two studies feature prominently in the study: first, Altenberg (2001) explained 
how written English by Swedish and French learners looks like regarding the use of the 
verb make and looked at the problems that appear in different uses. Second, in a study of 
delexical verb + noun collocations of Swedish and Chinese learners of English, Wang 
(2016) found out that the verb make is probably more problematic than take due to the 
syntactic invariability of the use of the latter and the higher flexibility of the former.  
 
However, despite the numerous studies using learner corpora, not enough research has 
been done with regard to Spanish and Italian learners of English. These two learner 
corpora are especially interesting to compare with an English native-speaker corpus as 
their grammars are very similar. Therefore, if the learner languages turn out to be 
different, these differences regarding the use of high-frequency verbs would be of great 
interest, meaning that Spanish and Italian learners of English tend to use high-frequency 
verbs in different L1 language-specific ways. Moreover, most attention in the field of 
Learner Corpus Research has been given to verb + noun collocations. The scope of the 
present study is larger, considering all the instances of the high-frequency verbs that 
appear in two learner corpora, representing Spanish and Italian learner English. In short, 
studies of high-frequency verbs by non-native speakers have covered learners of English 
from different mother-tongue backgrounds such as Swedish, Norwegian, Chinese or 
French, but none of these studies has focused so far on Spanish and / or Italian learners 
of English. Another characteristic of this paper that differs from most of these studies is 
that researchers have mainly focused on verb + noun collocations, while the scope of this 
study is broader: it covers all the uses of the verbs make and take that have been found in 
the learner corpora.  
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The research questions of this study are: 

1. Do Spanish and Italian students tend to overuse or underuse the verbs make and 
take compared to native-speakers?  

2. What are the usage patterns that learners use the most? Which ones are the more 
problematic in terms of syntax and collocational usage?  

3. Do the two learner groups share commonalities regarding the use of these verbs?  
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2. Literature Review 

2.1. High–frequency Verbs  

In almost any text written in English, verbs such as come, do, get, give, go, have, know, 
make, see, or take tend to appear at the top of a verb frequency list, varying in rank order 
depending on the text type (see Altenberg & Granger, 2001, p.173). Researchers such as 
Sinclair (1991, p. 106) agree on the fact that high–frequency verbs tend to include more 
than just one sense, which means that such verbs by their own possess little semantic 
meaning. Moreover, Sinclair points out that high–frequency verbs are linked to certain 
words or structures. Therefore, it is the context in which the verb appears that determines 
the meaning of the verb. A question remains whether learners of English can understand 
and produce correctly the semantic and syntactic variations in different contexts. 
Although easy in comprehension, researchers agree that high–frequency verbs tend to be 
a challenge regarding the productive aspect for any learner of a foreign / second language 
(Chi et al. 1994; Howarth, 1998; Altenberg & Granger, 2001; Nesselhauf, 2003; Futagi 
et al. 2008). 
 
One of the main topics of discussion in the field of Second Language Acquisition (SLA) 
that this study aims to contribute is the understanding of the knowledge of collocations, 
colligations and other usage patterns that are typical or characteristic of learner language. 
The term collocation is used to refer to a syntagmatic attraction between lexical items: 
words that tend to occur with other words in a given language. Native speakers know how 
to combine the fragments, but it is still not clear how language learners join these 
fragments together. Colligation, according to Sinclair’s (1998, p. 15) definition refers to 
the attraction between a lexical item and a grammatical pattern; verbs such as see require 
an object to be seen. Colligational knowledge is essential in the understanding and 
production of a language (Hoey, 2005). As collocational competence is acknowledged to 
be particularly challenging for learners in terms of vocabulary acquisition (Nesselhauf, 
2003; Coffey, 2006; Durrant & Schmitt, 2009), it is especially interesting to look at the 
collocational and colligational patterns of these high-frequency verbs in learner languages 
to see the words that language learners prefer and whether they differ or not from the 
grammatical context that would typically occur in a native speaker corpus.  
 
 
High–frequency verbs are interesting to look at from a cross–linguistic perspective 
because they exist in all languages and can share some similarities across languages, but 
they also possess language–specific features. For example, Viberg (1996) focuses on the 
English go and the Swedish gå. He classifies these verbs into three categories according 
to their semantics and then looks at their translatability and the extent to which the 
cognates share their extensions of meaning. His study concludes that, as cognates, these 
verbs “serve as translations of one another only in roughly one third of the cases in the 
corpus” (p. 88). Thus, translational equivalents exist, but in most of the cases, the 
translation would be more exact and successful with a different verb, as the equivalent 
verb in the first language does not necessarily correspond cross–linguistically (Altenberg 
& Granger 2001, p. 193). However, students may tend to overgeneralize the equivalence, 
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assuming that the use of the L2 verb is identical to the L1 equivalent, leading to instances 
of non–nativeness. In addition, because these verbs are taught at an early stage of the 
learning process, L2 learners are likely to resort to those words that make them feel safe, 
namely “lexical teddy bears”, when they fail to find a more specific alternative 
(Hasselgren, 1994). 
 
Previous studies show that learners have problems with the productive aspects of some 
high–frequency verbs due to these verbs’ polysemy. One of the reasons could be related 
to cross–linguistic differences between the learner’s L1 and the target language (TL) with 
regard to the different meanings that a given verb may have. Viberg (1996) perceives two 
tendencies that result in the high–frequency verbs’ meaning extension, which are 
common to all languages. Viberg distinguishes between (1) the universal tendency to 
produce more general, delexicalized, or grammatical uses, and (2) the extension of 
meaning due to different tendencies specific to a given language that result “in specialized 
meanings, collocations, and idiomatic uses” (c.f. Altenberg & Granger, 2001, p.174). 
Therefore, despite the possible semantic similarities between languages, this broadening 
tendency contributes to problems in second language learning.  
 
Spanish and Italian are two romance languages that differ greatly from English. 
Nevertheless, no studies have been done on how learners of English from these two 
mother–tongue backgrounds use high–frequency verbs. This does not mean that Italian 
and Spanish learner Englishes have not been studied, but research has focused mainly on 
the phonological aspects. Regarding the productive written aspect, in a recent study 
Ascone (2015) investigates how native Italian speakers express surprise in English on 
social media concluding that learners show a lack of naturality compared to the native 
speakers. Another study by Jimenez-Catalan (2016) researches the characteristics of the 
words used in letters by Spanish learners of English at different levels: one in the middle 
and the other at the end of the compulsory educational stage. Jimenez-Catalan concludes 
that students in their last year of studies (16 years old) are lexically richer than the first 
group, but this vocabulary increase is not significant considering the amount of hours of 
instruction. 
 
Granger (2015) asserts that “using a large number of high–frequency verbs may be a very 
wise strategy in the beginning stages of the acquisition process. In more advanced stages, 
however, this overuse is probably a sign that the learners’ lexical repertoire needs to be 
expanded” (p. 19). There are several studies that point to an overuse of these verbs in, for 
instance, Norwegian learners of English (Hasselgren, 1994), Swedish learners (Altenberg 
& Granger, 2001), and Chinese and Swedish learners (Wang, 2016). These studies show 
that there is a general tendency to overuse high–frequency verbs; thus, it is more likely to 
be a developmental feature of learner language. Wang (2016) studied the delexical verb 
+ noun collocations of high–frequency verbs produced by advanced Chinese and Swedish 
learners of English. She detects that 23% of the delexical verb + noun collocations in the 
Chinese learner group are erroneous or unidiomatic, compared to the 16% by Swedish 
learners. Therefore, students at advanced stages prove to be able to succeed in producing 
accurate collocations, especially those that are highly frequent in the target language 
corpus. Wang (2016) notes, that idiomatic combinations such as take + care, take + part 
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or make + use are very frequently used by the two groups of learners In terms of the 
variety of noun collocates, however, the learners constantly repeat a limited range of 
collocations, which implies that despite a high token frequency of these idiomatic 
combinations in the learner corpora, the learners do not present a high degree of 
productivity. The study carried out by Altenberg & Granger (2001) indicates that 
although the general production of high–frequency verbs like make is overused, learners 
significantly underuse the delexical category of this verb. These results confirm Sinclair’s 
(1991) underuse hypothesis, namely that learners can overuse a given verb in general but 
underuse certain uses of that verb. 
 
Chi et al. claim that because a high-frequency verb has no significant meaning, it will be 
highly possible that the learner chooses the wrong verb, with the exception that the student 
has already learnt that specific verb+noun collocation as a chunk. Even more relevant is 
the fact that examining the collocates of the delexical structures, Altenberg & Granger 
(2001) demonstrate that it is within the “delexical” category” that most learner errors are 
found; Swedish and French learners tend to replace a “difficult” verb by the “easy” make 
e.g. make a poll instead of carry out, or make a step instead of take a step. This shows 
that EFL learners have great difficulties producing a “simple” high–frequency verb such 
as make even at an advanced proficiency level. 
 
The majority of the studies mentioned above focus on learners’ production of delexical 
verb + noun collocations. Nevertheless, this study aims to cover the different uses of two 
high–frequency verbs: make and take. Altenberg & Granger’s (2001) article shapes the 
methodology of this study. They cover the different uses of the verb make. A&G (2001) 
agree on the fact that delexical is indeed a problematic category for learners, but causative 
structures (e.g. make him believe something, make you happy) that may appear safe and 
easy to use, turn out to be treacherous as well. The implication of these findings is that 
students are at risk of “having only a very crude knowledge of their (high–frequency 
verbs) grammatical and lexical pattering” (p.190) if this type of verbs are neglected in 
later stages of teaching programmes. In fact, lexico-grammatical patterning according to 
Gilquin, Granger & Paquot (2007) constitutes the main area of difficulty in learner 
English writing. Errors such as we have performed a survey or a questionnaire has been 
conveyed to the public suggest that learners may be familiar with certain verbs but they 
still lack important usage knowledge. 
 
 
2.2. Interlanguage and Learner Corpora  

For many years researchers in the field of SLA studied learner language as a defective 
variant of the native language where norm–deviations were largely studied as errors often 
triggered by the learners’ mother tongue background (see in Granger, 1998; p. 6). Corder 
(1967) considers that the opposition between systematic (meaning errors which are not 
random) and non–systematic errors is important; even adults are likely to commit 
different types of errors in their native languages. Systematic errors, according to Corder, 
“do not reflect a defect in our knowledge of our own language” (p. 166). Thus, he 
concludes that it is necessary to be aware that learners of a second language can as well 
exhibit errors due to memory lapses or strong emotions among other reasons, and that 
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these slips of the tongue, which happen by chance, are different from the systematic 
mistakes that do reveal learners’ knowledge of the grammar. Therefore, there is a need to 
distinguish those errors which reveal the underlying knowledge of the target language, 
and are not self–corrigible, from those that are a product of chance. In a later study, 
Selinker (1972), coins the term “Interlanguage” (IL) to refer to a system –learner 
language– that is neither the learner’s L1, nor the L2. It is an internal linguistic system 
that is constantly evolving, a language with its own rules, grammar and lexicon. 
 
SLA researchers have not always favoured natural language use data; instead they had 
mainly focused on elicited and introspective data until the late 90s (Granger 1998, p. 4-
6). SLA researchers such as Yip (1995) have argued against the use of natural data when 
investigating interlanguage competence for different reasons. Yip (1995, p.9), in her 
study of interlanguage competence mainly through production data, clearly favours 
elicited data instead of natural language use claiming that “certain properties happen to 
occur very rarely or not at all unless specifically elicited”. The problem that Yip (1995) 
mentions the infrequency of some features in learner language. That is to say, students 
would not demonstrate their entire knowledge of the target language; they will avoid 
using those aspects of the language that they find problematic by replacing them with a 
more comfortable or familiar option. However, while using elicitation data offers the clear 
advantage of gaining control over different variables that can negatively or positively 
influence learners’ performance, it has also several disadvantages. Granger (1998, p. 5) 
argues against this approach and claims that in an artificial experiment situation, the type 
of language that the learner uses will most likely differ from the choices she/he would 
have used in a natural environment.  
 
This study is situated within Contrastive Interlanguage Analysis (CIA), a way of 
investigating learner language through corpus analysis that is suggested by Granger 
(1998). Before the existence of CIA, Contrastive Analysis (CA) was the main approach 
studying learner language. CA assumes that all errors are caused by L1 interference, and 
therefore focuses on comparing the native and the target language. This has been found 
not to be true; researchers such as Altenberg & Granger (2001) note that sometimes the 
same errors are committed by learners of English from different mother-tongue 
backgrounds. Moreover, studies situated within Error Analysis (EA), a theory that 
considers that errors are not random mistakes, but the evidence of a behaviour which is 
governed by rules (Selinker, 1972), indicate that certain errors are related to the difficulty 
of the target language itself rather than influence from the L1. However, Granger (1998) 
points out several problems that exist within Error Analysis. The first problem is that EA 
does not consider the variety of factors that can influence the output, which usually lead 
to the impossibility of replicating those studies. Moreover, EA researchers focus only on 
learners’ errors and disregarded the rest of the available material, failing to capture the 
whole picture. 
 
Research in SLA tends to pay more attention to the early stages of acquisition. According 
to Granger (2015), this results in “a lack of knowledge of advanced interlanguage and a 
corresponding lack of pedagogical materials addressing advanced learners’ needs” (p.11). 
Cobb (2003, p. 394) claims that the main reason for a gap in later acquisition is the lack 
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of data mainly due to difficulties of finding a practical way to collect and analyse 
advanced learner production. Nevertheless, this reason is no longer an issue thanks to the 
emergence and increasing availability of learner corpora, which have indeed helped in 
the analysis of interesting language features. It is important to keep in mind that, as 
Granger (1998) reports, it is not until the early 1990s that the potential of a computer 
learner corpora is studied, and the first projects arose. One of these projects is the 
International Corpus of Learner English (ICLE), a genre specific corpus of written 
language. 
  
Granger (1998) suggests that learner corpus research should benefit from the 
complementation of two approaches that help each other in understanding the 
characteristics of learner language (Contrastive Interlanguage Analysis). The present 
study uses Granger’s (1998) framework of Contrastive Interlanguage Analysis (CIA), 
which incorporates two types of comparison 
 

• Interlanguage (IL) and the target language (TL) 
• The different interlanguages 

 
The fist type of comparison is carried out by many studies with the help of computerised 
corpora such as Altenberg & Granger (2001). The most interesting outcome of this type 
of comparison that it is possible to discover not only errors, but other features of non–
nativeness of the interlanguage, such as overuse or underuse of certain verbs, nouns, 
collocations or structures. In a later publication, Granger (2015, p. 11) claims that, 
although controversial, the most popular branch of CIA is the one that includes learner 
data and native-speaker data comparisons. Granger (2015) acknowledges the greater 
critique of CIA: that “(m)isuse is much more difficult to spot with this type of comparison 
and is usually investigated with Computer–aided Error Analysis rather than CIA” 
(Granger, 2015, p. 11). Nevertheless, L1–L2 comparisons have the potential to help 
discover some errors, as Granger (2015, p. 11) considers, overuse is often considered as 
an indicator of error.  
 
The second type of comparison involves different interlanguages. Granger (2015) 
describes the difficulties of drawing reliable conclusions from the analysis of just one 
learner variety such as identifying features that are L1-dependent. Instead, including two 
L2 varieties enriches the study as it helps to distinguish “general L2 features from features 
that are specific to one particular learner population” (p. 12). Accordingly, this study 
adopts Contrastive Interlanguage Analysis with the aim of uncovering features of non–
nativeness of leaner language in the use of two high–frequency verbs (make and take) and 
to contribute to the understanding of the knowledge of collocations, colligations and other 
language patterns associated with these two verbs present in learner language. The 
comparison of Spanish and Italian learner English will help uncover general features of 
learner language, as well as characteristics specific to learners of the same L1. 
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3. Data and Analytical Steps 

3.1. Corpora 

This study used two learner corpora representing Spanish and Italian learner English. In 
order to identify features of non–nativeness a corpus formed by texts produced by native 
speakers of English was used as a control corpus. Table 1 shows the size of the three 
corpora used in the present study. The following sections are dedicated to describing these 
corpora. 
 
Table 1.  Corpora size 

  SPANISH ITALIAN LOCNESS 

Number of essays  260 397 208 

Number of words  206572 229459 169639 

 
3.1.1. Learner Corpora 

Two sub–corpora have been retrieved from the ICLE database. The data consists of 
argumentative essays, each of which contains approximately 600 words; they are non–
technical texts and cover different topics. According to the ICLE website, these 
productions are written by higher intermediate to advanced learners of English. In the 
ICLE sub–section “Corpus collection guidelines” students were asked to write for or 
against one of the following topics on their own under test conditions. 
 

• Crime does not pay 
• Feminism has done more harm to the cause of women than good 
• Pollution: a silent conspiracy 
• The prison system is outdated. No civilised society should punish its criminals: it 

should rehabilitate them 
 
3.1.2 Native-Speaker Corpus 

The control group that this study used to evaluate learners’ productions is LOCNESS. 
This corpus is made up of argumentative essays written by native speakers of English in 
British and American Universities, as well as British pupils' A level essays. The latter 
have been disregarded in this study, as the interest lies in using essays from similar levels 
for both the learner corpora and the native–speaker corpus in order for them to be fully 
comparable. According to Granger (2015), “smaller corpora like the Louvain Corpus of 
Native English Essays (LOCNESS) (…) has served as the counterpart to student non-
native writing in many CIA studies” (p.12). 
 
In short, the three corpora are fully comparable in terms of type of texts (argumentative 
essays), the approximate length of the texts, as well as the level of proficiency in English 
of the learners. 
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3.2. Identifying and Classifying MAKE and TAKE 

The verbs make and take were chosen for this study. Instead of take, the possibility of 
including the verbs make and do was considered. This option was undoubtedly interesting 
as these two verbs can easily lead to mistakes in learner language and researchers such as 
Wang (2016) noted that the difference between these two verbs still needs to be addressed 
(p. 207). Nevertheless, although do can be used as a main verb, it can also be used as an 
auxiliary. Thus, every non–usage of do as a main verb would need to be disregarded and 
the task of doing this manually would have been unmanageable for this paper.  
 
The tool AntConc (a corpus analysis toolkit for text analysis) was used to find occurrences 
of make and take in the three corpora. Every possible verb form has been considered: base 
form, third person singular, present participle, past tense and past participle. The next step 
was to manually examine and classify the different uses of the two verbs. As make and 
take are verbs that possess a high degree of polysemy, there are many different meanings 
and uses. 
 
The classification of the two high–frequency verbs of this study adapted from Altenberg 
& Granger’s (2001) framework for analysing the different uses of the polysemous verb 
make. Table 2 shows the original classification on the verb make by Altenberg & Granger 
(2001). 
 
Table 2. Classification of MAKE by Altenberg & Granger’s (2001, p. 177) 

Produce something  Make a furniture, make a hole, make a law 

Delexical uses Make a distinction/ a decision/ a reform 

Causative uses Make sb believe sth, make sth possible 

Earn money  Make a fortune, a living 

Link verb uses She will make a good teacher 

Make it (idiomatic) If we run, we should make it 

Phrasal/prepositional uses Make out, make up, make out of 

Other conventional uses Make good, make one’s way 

 
Tables 3 and 4 show the final classification of both high–frequency verbs in the present 
study with actual examples retrieved from the LOCNESS corpus: 
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Table 3. Major uses of the verb MAKE  
 
Categories Examples 

Free verb + noun combination  Make an essay 

Non–delexical verb + noun collocations 
and other idiomatic expressions 

Make ends meet 

Delexical verb +noun Make an argument 

Causative uses Make jobs easier, make them change 

Link verb uses He (…) would make a terrific President 

Phrasal/ prepositional verbs Make up, make out 

Indeterminate *Make their business 

 
 
Table 4. Major uses of the verb TAKE 
 
TAKE   

Free verb + noun combination  Take money 

Non–delexical verb + noun collocations 
and other idiomatic expressions 

Take a course, take someone’s life 

Delexical verb +noun Take responsibility, take a walk 

Phrasal/ prepositional verbs Take up, take it back, take on 

Indeterminate Take the argument, take the physical body 

 

The first category “free verb + noun combination” corresponds to Altenberg & Granger’s 
(2001) “produce something” so that this category fits both high–frequency verbs to reflect 
the core and main meaning of the verbs: to produce something (make) and to get hold of 
something (take). Delexical uses of verb + noun collocations have been widely studied 
by linguists, and there are different definitions to what a delexical verb is. According to 
Wang (2016) delexical verb + noun collocations can be identified when there is semantic 
equivalence of the verb + noun collocations to a lexical verb (make a decision  to 
decide), when the noun collocate is abstract (have a right, make an effort) or when the 
noun is used in a figurative sense (take heart). This paper uses Altenberg & Granger’s 
(2001) criterion for recognising delexical verbs which is the first of the criteria stablished 
by Wang (2016): to identify a verb-object construction “in which a semantically general 
-or ‘delexicalised’- verb is followed by a noun phrase headed by an eventive noun which 
carries the main part of the meaning” (p. 195). Therefore, in this study if the verb + noun 
collocation is found e.g. make a decision, take a look and the noun can be transformed 
into the verb (to decide, to look) the use will be considered delexical. Other verb + noun 
combinations that are used to express a figurative meaning belong to the “non–delexical 
verb + noun collocations and other idiomatic expressions” category; e.g. combinations 
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such as make sure; or more fixed expressions: make ends meet or take into consideration. 
To identify if one expression is idiomatic or not, the Oxford online dictionary has been 
consulted.  

There are two categories that are special to the verb make, as no similar patterns occur 
with the verb take. The first one is the causative use which involves three types of object 
+ complement structures: make sb/sth do sth, make sb/sth adj, make sb/sth sth. The second 
one is “link verb uses”, which means that the verb make links the subject of the sentence 
with a word that describes or modifies that subject, for example he (…) would make a 
terrific President.  

The category “phrasal/ prepositional verbs” presented in Altenberg & Granger (2001) fits 
the two verbs of this study and, therefore, remains intact. Nevertheless, the category “earn 
(money)” has been deleted as the corpus search displays results that fit well into different 
categories. For instance, make a salary (LOCNESS) fits into the category of “delexical” 
as salary can be used as a verb. Make ends meet (LOCNESS) is an idiom, and therefore 
belongs to “other idiomatic expressions”. In addition, as the number of results that would 
correspond to “earn (money)” is not significant, for this study there is no need to create a 
separate category that reflects that particular semantic meaning of make. This last motive 
is also the reason why this study does not reflect make it as one of the major categories. 
As Altenberg & Granger (2001) point out that make it works as an idiomatic expression, 
in this study it is treated as such and belongs to the category “non–delexical verb + noun 
collocations and other idiomatic expressions”.   
 
 
3.3. Procedures 

The next step consisted on a manual classification of every instance of make and take 
according to the classification stablished in tables 3 and 4. First, every verb + noun 
combination was examined, and three different categories are then considered for the two 
verbs in this study: free verb + noun combination, delexical verb + noun combination and 
non–delexical verb + noun collocations and other idiomatic expressions. The criteria of 
classification have already been stablished in 3.2. but it is necessary to acknowledge that 
although a dictionary has been consulted, semantic interpretation is still needed in some 
cases. For example, those cases where the important part of the meaning of the verb + 
noun collocation is taken out of the verb and put into the noun are considered first; the 
noun was searched on the Oxford online dictionary ("Oxford Dictionaries", 2018), if the 
search showed that there is a verb related to that noun, the verb + noun combination was 
considered delexical (e.g. take a look  look; make a decision  decide).  
 
If the noun could not be used as a verb, two possibilities were considered. The structure 
belonged to the category free verb + noun combination if the verb possessed its core 
meaning. The definition given for the verb make in the Oxford dictionary is “(f)orm 
(something) by putting parts together or combining substances; create”, some examples 
of this category retrieved from LOCNESS are make videogames or make a law. The same 
criteria was used for take money or take the batteries (LOCNESS), in these cases take 
possesses its core meaning, which according to the Oxford dictionary is to “(l)ay hold of 
(something) with one's hands; reach for and hold”. Therefore, other verb + noun 
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combinations such as make room or take a class (LOCNESS) that do not belong neither 
to the “delexical” category nor to the “free verb + noun combination” were classified into 
the “non–delexical verb + noun collocations and other idiomatic expressions”, a category 
that also included fixed idiomatic expressions such as make ends meet (LOCNESS) or 
take into account (LOCNESS).  
 
Once all the instances were classified into each category the raw counts of all the items 
in every category were made. As one important part of this study is to identify overuse or 
underuse of the two verbs in general and its categories in particular, there is a need to 
know whether the usage difference between corpora is statistically significant or not, it 
was decided to use the log-likelihood test. This test does not depend on assumptions of 
normality, using instead likelihood ratios that are particularly useful when working with 
smaller volumes of texts (Dunning, 1993). The log-likelihood test was calculated in an 
online website ("Log-likelihood and effect size calculator", 2018) by introducing the raw 
frequency of the word (i.e. total number of occurrences of the word make in one of the 
learner corpora and in the native-speaker corpus) and the total number of words of the 
two corpora (the corpora size). 
 
The log likelihood (G2) value is obtained from the following expression: 
 

𝐺𝐺2 = 2 �𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖 ln
𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

  

Where: 
𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖 =  𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖  ∑ 𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖

∑ 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖
   is the normalised expected number of occurrences of the word. 

𝑖𝑖 ∈  [1,2] representing 1 the learner corpus and 2 the native-speaker corpus 
𝑂𝑂𝑖𝑖 is the frequency of word in the corpus 𝑖𝑖 
𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 corresponds to the size of the corpus 𝑖𝑖 
 
The log likelihood is a statistical test that provides a means for evaluating the likelihood 
of the expected value (𝐸𝐸𝑖𝑖). Thus, the higher the value of G2, the more significant is the 
difference between the occurrences in the two corpora. Particularly, depending on the 
values of G2, the p value differs:  
 

• If 𝐺𝐺2 ≥ 3.8 then 𝑝𝑝 < 0.05 
• If 𝐺𝐺2 ≥ 6.6 then 𝑝𝑝 < 0.01  
• If 𝐺𝐺2 ≥ 10.8 then 𝑝𝑝 < 0.001 
• If 𝐺𝐺2 ≥ 15.1 then 𝑝𝑝 < 0.0001 

 
The p value, or probability value, is the probability that the null hypothesis is true (i.e. 
that the hypothesis is false). Thus, the lower the value, the more reliable is the result. The 
difference was considered significant if p < 0.05.   
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4. Results 

4.1. Uses of MAKE 

4.1.1. Frequency of MAKE 

Before analysing the different uses of make and how they are distributed within each 
corpus, it is important to address the overall results. Table 5 shows that make is most 
frequent in the native corpus: 281 hints per 100000 words compared to 236 in the Spanish 
corpus, and 223 in the Italian corpus. The log-likelihood test was carried out to observe 
whether this difference is significant or not; the higher the G2 value is, the more 
significant is the difference between two corpora. Results from the log-likelihood test 
show that there is a statistically substantial underuse of make in both learner corpora (SP 
vs NS p < 0.01 / IT vs NS p < 0.001).  
 
Table 5. MAKE NS vs NNS 

 SPANISH ITALIAN LOCNESS 

Raw frequency of MAKE 481 511 477 

Normalised frequency (100000) 233 223 281 

Log-likelihood: 
SP vs NS G2 = 7.30 p < 0.01 
IT vs NS G2 = 13.35 p < 0.001 
SP vs IT G2 = 0.86 p > 0.05 
 
 
4.1.2. Major Categories 

As shown in table 5, there is a slight underuse of make in both learner corpora, but sorting 
and analysing the major uses of make provides a more nuanced picture. Table 6 presents 
the raw frequencies as well as the relative frequencies (occurrence verb per 100000 
words) of the verb make in the three corpora classified into different categories. As shown 
in table 6, the “causative use” is the most frequent category in all three corpora and the 
difference between each learner corpora and the native-speaker corpus is not significant 
(p > 0.05). The fact that the “causative” category constitutes the highest proportion in 
each corpus and that the frequencies are very similar suggest that it may be the least 
problematic for the learners (although this will be analysed in more detail later in this 
study). Nevertheless, the second most used category in the three corpora (“delexical verb 
+ noun”) is significantly underused by the two learner groups (Spanish vs NS p<0.01 / 
Italian vs NS p<0.0001). In fact, native speakers in the LOCNESS corpus used the 
delexical make more than twice the occurrences displayed in the Italian corpus. The rest 
of the categories are less common and their rank orders are more varied in the three 
corpora. 
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Table 6. Uses of MAKE by NS and NNS 

Categories SPANISH ITALIAN LOCNESS 

Raw 

frequency 

Percentage Raw 

frequency 

Percentage Raw 

frequency 

Percentage 

Causative 235 49% 301 59% 203 43% 

Delexical verb + 
noun 

143 30% 106 21% 166 35% 

Free verb + noun 
combination 

46 10% 33 6% 72 15% 

Phrasal/ prepositional  40 8% 62 12% 19 4% 

Non–delexical verb + 
noun collocations and 
other idiomatic 
expressions 

8 2% 7 1% 6 1% 

Indeterminate 7 1% 1 0% 3 1% 

Link verb 2 0% – – 5 1% 

Total 481  511  477 281 

 
The following discussion focuses on the two major categories of make: the “causative” 
and the “delexical” uses. Altogether these two categories constitute 78% of the total 
occurrences in LOCNESS, 77% in the Spanish learner corpus, and 80% in the Italian 
counterpart.  

 

4.1.3. Causative uses 

Results from the log-likelihood test indicates that the difference between the two learner 
corpora and the native-speaker corpus is not significant (Spanish vs NS p > 0.05 / Italian 
vs NS p > 0.05). As shown in table 6, Italian learners used the causative make in the 
corpus 131 per 100000 words and Spanish 114 times: the log-likelihood test revealed that 
there is no significant difference between the two learner corpora either. Therefore, the 
overall frequency of the causative make is similar in the three corpora. 
 
Table 7 presents the distribution of the three grammatical patterns of the causative make 
involving three types of object + complement structures: make sb/sth do sth, make sb/sth 
adj, make sb/sth sth. Some examples of these types in the three corpora are shown below. 
 

• Verb structure 
o I feel this has really made people think about their actions (LOCNESS) 
o … in fact Hermione makes him believe that she is a statue (SP) 
o … experience in one's life can make a person grow before another. (IT) 
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• Adjective structure 
o It has made our lives easier in turn (LOCNESS) 
o … he had to make his plays suitable for them to be accepted. (SP) 
o it is better to have a car to make all these transportations easier. (IT) 

• Noun structure 
o … when a writer makes the family the basis for his or her argument 

(LOCNESS) 
o … the reasons which make the money the root of evil (SP) 
o …  not the social status of a woman that makes her a good mother (IT) 

 
Table 7 shows both the raw frequencies and the relative frequencies (occurrences per 
100000 words) of the three categories. It reveals that the Spanish and Italian learner 
groups significantly overused the verb structure compared to the native-speaker group 
(Spanish vs NS p < 0.00001 / Italian vs NS p < 0.05). The causative make + adjective 
structure is significantly underused in the Spanish corpus (Spanish vs NS p < 0.01), and 
although the relative frequency shows that Italians used this structure more than the 
natives did, the difference between the two corpora is not significant (p > 0.05). Lastly, 
noun structures were underused by the two learner groups (Spanish vs NS p < 0.001 / 
Italian p < 0.05) 
 
Table 7. Distribution of causative structures of MAKE 

Causative uses SPANISH ITALIAN LOCNESS 

 Raw 

frequency 

Percentage Raw 

frequency 

Percentage Raw 

frequency 

Percentage 

Verb structure 137 58% 120 40% 61 30% 

Adjective 
structure 

91 39% 167 55% 116 58% 

Noun structure 7 3% 14 5% 24 12% 

Total 235  301  201  

Log-likelihood results: 
Verb structure 
SP vs NS G2 = 16.88 (p < 0.0001) 
IT vs NS G2 = 5.88 (p < 0.05) 
SP vs IT G2 = 3.62 (p > 0.05) 
Adjective structure 
SP vs NS G2 = 9.96 (p < 0.01) 
IT vs NS G2 = 0.27 (p > 0.05) 
SP vs IT G2 = 15.45 (p < 0.0001) 
Noun structure 
SP vs NS G2 = 13.51 (p < 0.001) 
IT vs NS G2 = 6.55 (p < 0.05) 
SP vs IT G2 = 1.70 (p > 0.05) 
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Altenberg & Granger (2001) noted that the Swedish speakers consistently overused 
causative make + adjective and verb structures, while the French learners significantly 
underused  noun and adjective structures. Italian and Spanish learners, despite being 
speakers of a Romance language, differed from the French group in the use of causative 
make + verb structures, which in the study carried out by Altenberg & Granger (2001) 
was statistically more similar to a native use. Surprisingly, Spanish and Italian learners 
showed overuse of verb structures, such as Swedish speakers did in Altenberg & 
Granger’s (2001) study.  
 
Verb structures 
Causative make with a verb complement can be subcategorized (according to Altenberg 
& Granger, 2001, p. 183) into three verb complements “relational (seem, appear, 
become), mental (think, realize, understand) and actional (work, pay, change)”. Table 8 
shows the verb complements that appear in the native and the non–native corpora at least 
three times.  
 
Table 8. Verb complements 

SPANISH ITALIAN LOCNESS 

Expression Raw 

freq. 

Per. Expression Raw 

freq. 

Per. Expression Raw 

freq. 

Per. 

think 16 30% feel 15 29% seem 8 29% 

believe 14 26% think 11 21% feel 7 25% 

be 6 11% pay 6 12% think 5 18% 

change 5 9% understand 5 10% want 4 14% 

feel 4 7% come 5 10% appear 4 14% 

end 3 6% laugh  4 8%    

realise 3 6% suffer 3 6%    

appear 3 6% go 3 6%    

 
The Spanish corpus shows 4 examples of mental verbs, 2 actional and 2 relational. The 
Italian corpus shows 5 actional, 3 mental and no relational verbs. These results contrast 
with the native-speaker corpus as it shows mainly mental (3) verbs and relational (2), but 
no actional. There are not enough examples to address the issue of overuse or underuse 
of each subcategory of the verb complements, but the main difference is that Italian 
learners do not use relational verbs. 
 
The most common verb complement in the native corpus was a hedging device (seem). 
Hedgings are valuable resources in academic discourse that present “a proposition as an 
opinion rather than a fact” (Hood, 1998, p. 133). Another key feature of hedging is that 
they present two overlapping functions (1) the epistemological role, where the writer 
expresses his own perception of certainty about a claim; and (2) the interpersonal role, 
which assists the writer in demonstrating that the writer respects the rules of the scientific 
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community (Hood, 1998). The most common hedging device in the LOCNESS corpus 
was seem. Examples [1] and [2] illustrate this type of use by native speakers, which is 
missing in both learner corpora. Another common relational verb in the LOCNESS 
corpus was appear [4 occurrences], which is also present in the Spanish corpus [3 
occurrences], but not in the Italian.  
 
[1] This ignorance of other less aggressive feminists, made it seem as though the feminist 
movement was headed only by wild, (LOCNESS) 
[2] To accept Spencer's belief that social reform inhibits social progress makes society's 
future seem bleak and hopeless. (LOCNESS) 
 
In the learner corpora the complements that appeared in the causative make + verb 
structures were verbs that express a higher degree of personal involvement; verbs such as 
think, believe, feel and understand were predominant in the two learner corpora. The most 
common mental verb in the Spanish corpus was think. The way this verb complement 
was used in the three corpora is also different. The native speakers used the causative 
structure make sb think with people three times and twice with the pronoun them. In the 
learner corpora, however, the sb slot was filled in the majority of the instances with a 
pronoun: the pronoun us occurred nine times out of fifteen instances of make sb think in 
the Spanish learner corpus, while a wider variety of pronouns (e.g., him, me, you, us, one) 
were used by the Italian learners (7 out of 11). The rest of the examples included make 
the audience think, make the people think, make the public think. In the case of the Italian 
corpus, the sb slot of this structure may seem more versatile to the learners than it really 
is in academic writing. A possible explanation is that learners use a more “chatty style” 
(Gilquin & Paquot, 2008; Wang, 2016). According to Recski (2004) in argumentative 
essays “personal references and subjective attitudes are certainly hard to avoid” as giving 
personal opinions is required. Nevertheless, native speakers tended to use impersonal 
structures in those cases where learners made a strong statement of their personal opinions 
that in most cases was unnecessary.  
 
In addition, both Spanish and Italian learners missed to fill the sb slot every time the 
sentence was a negation, a total of three times in the two learner corpora (examples [3] 
and [4]). Both Spanish and Italian are null-subject languages; their grammar allows the 
possibility to avoid using an explicit subject in the clause. Therefore, it is likely that this 
mistake was influenced by the L1. 
 
[3] he also uses the word 'secrets', that make no think about the secret… (SP)  
[4] It does not make think of giving up a reading text (IT) 
 
Within this causative verb structure there was a very salient mistake that is worth 
mentioning, namely the use of to-infinitive (*make somebody to do something ). This type 
of mistake was found in both learner corpora as illustrated in examples [5] to [8], but it 
was more common in the Spanish corpus (SP 7 vs IT– 3).  
 
[5] … strong woman whose maturity makes her to take the control of the action (SP) 
[6] Some circumstances make him to commit assassination. (SP) 
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[7] … the ownership of guns, pistols, or revolvers, make criminals to feel more powerful 
and able to… (IT) 
[8] or being helped to eliminate the sensuality which makes him <*> and <*>, to escape 
from the world (IT) 
 
 
Adjective structures 
No significant difference was found in the frequency of causative make + adjective 
structures between the Italian learner corpus and LOCNESS (Italian vs NS p > 0.05), 
while the Spanish group underused it significantly as shown by the log-likelihood test 
(Spanish vs NS p < 0.01). Table 9 presents those adjectives that appeared at least 3 times 
in this type of structure. 
 
Table 9. Adjective complements 

SPANISH ITALIAN LOCNESS 

Expression Raw 

freq. 

Per. Expression Raw 

freq. 

Per. Expression Raw 

freq. 

Per. 

easier 10 24% illegal 53 54% easier 12 26% 

possible 6 15% responsi
ble 

12 12% aware 6 13% 

happy 4 10% clear 10 10% better 6 13% 

comfortable 4 10% possible 8 8% available 5 11% 

difficult 4 10% aware 8 8% difficult 4 9% 

better 4 10% easier 4 4% different 4 9% 

just 3 7% happy  4 4% possible 4 9% 

real 3 7%    impossible 3 6% 

different 3 7%    happy 3 6% 

 
There were no major differences between the learner corpora and the native corpus. This 
structure seems to be relatively easy to use. Both Spanish and Italian languages have a 
similar corresponding construction that may have resulted in a positive transfer: e.g. It 
makes me happy  SP: Me hace feliz / IT  Mi fa felice. In addition, 6 of the adjectives 
present in the native-speaker corpus are shared by the Spanish learner corpus and 4 by 
the Italian.  
 
However, Italians stand out for a high frequency of the combination make something 
illegal, which appears a total of 53 times in the corpus (c.f. table 10). The fact that this 
particular combination is so frequently used may have skewed the results, and Italians 
could in fact have underused adjective structures as did the Spanish learners. 
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Regarding the L1s of the two learner groups, it is important to highlight that although in 
Spanish the causative verb make can be translated in all of these cases as the 
corresponding hacer, in Italian the prototypical translation of make (fare) is not used with 
this type of adjective combinations; instead, make would be translated into rendere (to 
return). Likewise, Altenberg & Granger (2001) noticed that French learners underused 
the causative make + adjective construction. One possible explanation is that the 
prototypical equivalent of make in French, faire, does not correspond with this type of 
combinations; instead, the French speakers used another causative verb rendre with 
adjective structures. Moreover, they claimed that the “rendre + adjective construction 
seems to be less dominant than its English couterpart with make” (p.182). Such was the 
case of the most frequent adjective structure in the Italian corpus make something illegal, 
the approximate translation of which would be rendere illegalle.  
 
While the blurred correspondence between the English and the Italian causative make + 
adjective structures may account for the Italian learners’ underuse, the reason why the 
Spanish group significantly underused adjective constructions (LL Spanish vs NS p < 
0.01) remains unknown. Therefore, despite the fact that French and Italian learners did 
not use in their L1s the propotypical equivalent of make (instead they use rendere and 
rendre, roughly translated as to return), while Spanish speakers do, there seems to be a 
tendency towards underuse of causative make + adjective structures in learner varieties 
from a romance language background. 
 
Noun structures 
Causative noun complements are relatively infrequent in these corpora. Nevertheless, a 
significant underuse was found in the two learner varieties (LL Spanish G2= 13.51 
p<0.001 / Italian G2= 6.55 p<0.05). Some examples of noun structures in the three 
speaker groups are shown below. 
 
[9] … the reasons which make the money the root of evil. (SP) 
[10] … make parents the scapegoats of their children. (IT) 
[11] He can make her scandalous life a testimony to help others headed in the same 
direction. (LOCNESS) 
 

4.1.4. Delexical uses 

Log-likelihood test has shown that both groups of learners underused the delexical make 
(Spanish vs NS p < 0.01 / Italians vs NS p < 0.0001). This finding contrasts with Wang’s 
(2016) results that the Swedish and the Chinese learners tended to overuse the delexical 
make + noun collocations, which in turn “serves to reinforce the idea that the learners’ 
apparent reliance on these high-frequency verbs may be essentially a developmental IL 
feature shared by different learner varieties” (2016, p. 47). However, the definition of 
dexical collocation in Wang (2016) is less restricted than that in the present study, which 
may explain the discrepancy between the results. 
 
All the collocates of make that appear at least three times in the corpus have been collected 
(table 10). According to Collins Cobuild English Grammar (1990: 150) the collocates of 
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make are usually nouns that refer to speech actions. The native speakers used many more 
speech collocates (argument, point, claim, statement) than did the two leaner groups. 
The Spanish learners used the delexical make with reference and critic (critique). In the 
table below, no instances of speech collocates are found in the Italian group.  
 
Table 10. Main collocates of delexical MAKE 

 
SPANISH ITALIAN LOCNESS 

Expression Raw 

freq. 

Per. Expression Raw 

freq. 

Per. Expression Raw 

freq. 

Per. 

use 19 29% use 13 28% decision(s) 26 27% 

reference(s) 9 14% choice(s) 9 20% mistake(s) 23 24% 

critic 6 9% decision(s) 8 17% argument 8 8% 

distinction 4 6% progress 5 11% point 7 7% 

progress 4 6% difference 5 11% choice(s) 6 6% 

introduction 4 6% effort  3 7% claim 6 6% 

effort 4 6% discoveries 3 7% statement 5 5% 

friends 3 5%    sense 4 4% 

comparison 3 5%    difference 4 4% 

division 3 5%    impact 3 3% 

question 3 5%    attempt 3 3% 

discoveries 3 5%       

 
Although the students produced delexical structures it does not imply that they always 
know how to use them correctly. In fact, the most frequent collocate use (make use of) in 
both the Italian and the Spanish learner corpora was consistently misused (SP- 7 / IT- 5). 
Despite being the most frequent collocate of make, use was not found in the native corpus. 
It is important to highlight that the selection of this collocation may be influenced by the 
L1 of the learners, as both Italian and Spanish have a direct equivalent of this structure 
(SP: hacer un buen uso [make a good use] / IT: fare buen uso [make good use]). The 
structure make a good use appeared several times in both learner corpora (e.g. [12] & 
[13]). This structure is very likely to be a transfer error from the mother tongue in Spanish 
learner English (SP: hacer un buen uso). However, in the Italian corpus the same structure 
was also found: make + article + good use (make a good use) despite the fact that the 
indefinite article is not needed in the L1 (IT: fare buen uso). Note that although the most 
frequent structure (SP– 6; IT– 3) used with use is make good use, students substituted 
sometimes good with a different adjective such as large (e.g. [14]). 
 
[12] There are some people that know how to make a good use of this situation(SP)  
[13] … that he should also invite people to make a good use of it. (IT) 
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[14] The political class makes a large use of words (IT) 
 
The majority of the mistakes (SP- 17 out of 143 delexical uses/ IT- 15 out of 106) made 
by learners were cases where the verb make should be replaced by another verb with a 
more specific meaning. In these cases, the learners may have used make as a lexical teddy 
bear, as they could not find a more specific alternative that fitted better the context. The 
following examples illustrate some of these mistakes:  
 
[15] This theatre makes a clear dichotomy between the city and the … (SP)  
(correct form: stablish a clear dichotomy) 
[16] When any person makes a delective act, he must be immediately… (SP)  
(correct form: commit a delective act / crime) 
[17] … possibility to learn a job, or even to make a university study. (SP) 
(correct form: carry out a study) 
[18] people who make potentially dangerous jobs, like for example… (IT) 
(correct form: do potentially dangerous jobs) 
[19] There, experiences made by adults, experts, doctors, parents… (IT) 
(correct form: experiences gained) 
[20] They usually make a sport at least twice a week. (IT) 
(correct form: practice) 
 
 
 
4.2. Uses of TAKE 

4.2.1. Frequency of TAKE 

Table 11 presents the frequencies of the verb take in the three corpora. The log-likelihood 
test shows that the Spanish group significantly underused the verb take (Spanish vs NS p 
< 0.00001); however, there is no significant difference between the Italian leaners and the 
native-speakers (p > 0.05). The difference in the frequency of take is significant between 
Italian and Spanish learners (p < 0.01) 
 
Table 11. TAKE NS vs NNS 

 SPANISH ITALIAN LOCNESS 

Raw frequency of TAKE 289 395 326 

Normalised frequency (100000) 140 172 192 

Log-likelihood: 
SP vs NS G2 = 15.47 p < 0.0001 
IT vs NS G2 = 2.15 p > 0.05 
SP vs IT G2 = 7.24 p < 0.01 
 
4.2.2. Major Categories 

Table12 reveals an interesting overall picture of the distribution of take into the different 
categories. Regarding the first two categories, the log-likelihood test show that the Italian 
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learners did not significantly differ in their use of the delexical take from the native-
speakers (Italian vs NS p > 0.05) while the Spanish group underused it (Spanish vs NS p 
< 0.05). The category “non-delexical verb + noun collocations and other idiomatic 
expressions” is not significantly different between either of the learner corpora and the 
LOCNESS corpus (Spanish vs NS p > 0.05 / Italian vs NS p > 0.05). 
 
These two categories represent the most frequent uses in the native and the learner 
corpora. In terms of overuse or underuse, the two categories follow the same pattern 
across the three corpora: The Italians used them more than the native speakers, while the 
Spanish learners used them less frequently. Nevertheless, results from the log-likelihood 
test show that the difference in “Non-delexical verb + noun collocations and other 
idiomatic expressions” was not significant (Spanish vs NS p > 0.05 / Italian vs NS p > 
0.05) in any of the L2 varieties. 
 
Table 12. Uses of TAKE by NS and NNS 

Categories SPANISH ITALIAN LOCNESS 

Raw 

frequency 

Percentage Raw 

frequency 

Percentage Raw 

frequency 

Percentage 

Delexical 122 45% 216 57% 133 45% 

Non–delexical verb + 
noun collocations and 
other idiomatic 
expressions 

88 32% 116 30% 75 25% 

Phrasal/ 
prepositional use 

37 14% 37 10% 60 20% 

Free verb + noun 
combination 

20 7% 7 2% 20 7% 

Indeterminate 7 3% 5 1% 8 3% 

Total 289 395 326 

 

4.2.2. Delexical uses  

The Spanish group underused the delexical take (Spanish vs NS p< 0.05), while results 
from the Italian corpus showed a similar frequency to that of the native-speakers; the LL 
test shows this difference is not statistically significant (Italian vs NS p > 0.05). However, 
the Italian learners significantly overused the delexical take when compared to the 
Spanish learner group (Spanish vs Italian p < 0.0001).  
 
Table 13 below lists the noun collocates that appear in the three corpora at least three 
times (raw frequency).  
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Table 13. Main collocates of delexical TAKE 

SPANISH ITALIAN LOCNESS 

Expression Raw 

freq. 

Per. Expression Raw 

freq. 

Per. Expression Raw 

freq. 

Per. 

place 51 53% part in 61 36% place 21 30% 

care 18 19% place 28 16% care 12 17% 

step(s) 10 10% care 27 16% advantage 13 19% 

part in 8 8% decision(s) 21 12% precautions 4 6% 

advantage 6 6% risks 15 9% action 4 6% 

decision 3 3% place of 7 4% side 4 6% 

   measures 4 2% position  3 4% 

   advantage 4 2% notice 3 4% 

   risk 3 2% responsibility 3 4% 

      decisions 3 4% 

 
A comparison of the three corpora shows that the top two noun collocates in the native-
speaker group were shared by the two learner groups (take place, take care); moreover, 
they are similarly used in terms of frequency.  
 
The majority of the delexical take + noun collocations in the Spanish corpus were focused 
on just six different noun collocates, but the collocate place  had the highest number, 51 
out of 122 delexical uses, followed by care (18) and step(s) (10). Altogether the top three 
noun collocates in the Spanish corpus constitute 64% of all instances of noun collocates; 
whereas in the Italian corpus part (61), place (28) and care (27) constitute 54%. The 
Italian learners produced more noun collocates for take than the Spanish learners did (see 
table 13). Native speakers, as shown in table 13, used a wider variety of noun collocates, 
since the top three noun collocates account for only 34% of all instances in the native-
speaker corpus. 
 
Two collocations were clearly overused by the learners. First, take place was overused in 
the Spanish corpus (Spanish vs NS p < 0.01). It is not likely that this overuse was caused 
due to L1 influence, and, as no explanation has been found, this is an issue for future 
research. Results from the log-likelihood test show a significant overuse of the delexical 
verb + noun collocation take part in in the Spanish learner corpus (Spanish vs NS p < 
0.05). In the Italian corpus, the noun collocate part occurred even more frequently (61 
out of 216 noun collocates of take). The log-likelihood test shows that the statistical 
difference is much higher between the Italian group and the natives (Italian vs NS p < 
0.00001).  It is important to highlight that out of the 61 uses of take part in in the Italian 
corpus, 48 occurred with the noun sport(s), such as take part in dangerous sports, take 
part in hazardous sports, take part in risky sports and so on. The Italian equivalent to 
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take part in is prendere parte. Nevertheless, prendere parte is not used in the context of 
sports (instead verbs such as practicare uno sport pericoloso¸to practise a dangerous 
sport, would be preferred in this context). The  high degree of overuse of this collocation 
by the Italian learners may be compatible with the frequency of a similar verb + noun 
collocation in the learners’ L1, but a corpus of Italian texts would be needed. 
 
Another important collocate that was overused in the Italian corpus is decisions (Italian 
vs NS p < 0.01). According to the Online OXFORD Collocation Dictionary decision 
collocates with the verb make but also with take in British English. Indeed, in the British 
National Corpus (BNC) decision occurs more frequently with make than with take 
(Wang, 2016, p. 96). In this study, the majority of the native-speaker essays were 
produced by American English native-speakers; only a small number of texts were written 
by British speakers. Taking into account the L1 of the learners, the parallel phrase in 
Italian is prendere una decisione; which is literally translated as take a decision; it is, 
therefore, not surprising that Italian learners would produce the delexical take + decision 
with such a high-frequency. In the Spanish learner corpus only one occurrence of make 
+ decision was found, and three occurrences of take + decision (cf. Section 5 for more 
discussion).   
 
Focusing on the mistakes produced by learners, Hasselgren (1994) explained that learners 
of a second language tend to cling on to what she calls ’lexical teddy bears’, i.e., words 
that make them feel safe when they do not find a more specific alternative. In the case of 
delexical make + noun collocations, it was a very frequent phenomenon; nevertheless, 
this was not the case with delexical take + noun collocations (SP 0 / IT- 1). The example 
shown below illustrate the case where take should have been replaced by a different verb. 
 
[21] a lot of young people have taken crimes too (IT)  
(correct form: commit a crime) 
 
 
4.2.3. Other idiomatic expressions 

These other types of idiomatic expressions listed in table 14 below are more fixed 
structures than the delexical uses. The table shows similar results with delexical uses of 
the verb take, which are also idiomatic expressions; the overall numbers show no 
significant difference across the three corpora. 
 
Two of the most frequent idiomatic expressions in the learner corpora were take into 
consideration and take into account; although some variants of these structures could also 
be found, e.g. take in consideration.  The semantic meaning of these structures is very 
similar; nevertheless, it is curious to see that in the native-speaker corpus there was only 
one use of take into consideration [36], illustrated in [22], while this idiomatic expression 
is very frequent in the Italian corpus, and somewhat frequent in the Spanish corpus. 
Results from the log-likelihood test show overuse of take into consideration in both 
learner corpora (Italian vs NS p < 0.0001 / Spanish vs NS p < 0.01). The difference 
between the two learner groups is statistically significant as well (Spanish vs Italian p < 
0.0001). 
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[22] When they are made they should take the students opinions into consideration 
(LOCNESS) 
 
 
Table 14. Main idiomatic expressions of TAKE 

SPANISH ITALIAN LOCNESS 

Expression Raw 

freq. 

Per. Expression Raw 

freq. 

Per. Expression Raw 

freq. 

Per. 

take (sth) into 
account 

23 53% take (sth) into 
consideration  

37 41% take (sb’s) life 14  30% 

take (sth) into 
consideration  

8 19% take (sth) into 
account 

28 31% take (sth) into 
account 

13 28% 

take (sth) in 
consideration 

3 7% take (sth) for 
granted  

7 8% take (sth) 
seriously  

7 15% 

take (sth) 
seriously 

3 7% degree 6 7% upon 
themselves 

4 9% 

degree 3 7% take (sth) in 
consideration  

5 6% path 4 9% 

take (sth) for 
granted 

3 7% care of 4 4% class(es) 4 9% 

   take (sth) 
seriously  

3 3%    

 
 
The idiomatic expression take into account has a similar frequency in the three corpora.  
This is interesting because these two idiomatic expressions are used to express the same 
semantic meaning; however, learners of English, specially the Italian group, demonstrate 
preference for one idiomatic expression that is less common in the native corpus. This 
could be influenced by the mother tongue of the learners, both take sth into account and 
take sth into consideration would translate into Italian as prendere qc in considerazione; 
therefore, Italian learners preferred to use the idiomatic expression that is closer to their 
mother-tongue. However, in Spanish tener algo en cuenta is more similar to the English 
take sth into account. These differences are reflected in learners’ usage of these idiomatic 
expressions in table 15. 
 
This type of idiomatic expressions are rather fixed, and have, therefore, a low degree of 
flexibility, which may again have resulted in a successful learning of these idiomatic uses 
of take.  
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5. Discussion 

The main features of make and take that emerged from the learner corpora under 
investigation have been presented in section 4. What follows is a brief discussion of some 
findings that will benefit from further explanation. 
 
To begin with, both Italian and Spanish learners underused the high-frequency verb make 
compared to the native-speaker counterparts; however, the verb take is only underused 
by the Spanish group, while the log-likelihood test showed no statistically significant 
difference between the Italian and the native-speaker corpora. These results corroborate 
previous studies such as Chi et al. (1994), Howarth (1998), Altenberg & Granger (2001) 
or Futgi et al. (2008) in that students of English even at a higher level of language 
proficiency have difficulty in producing high-frequency verbs such as make and take.  
 
The verb make is underused by the two learner groups under study, as well as by the 
French learners of English in A& G (2001), but not by the Swedish learner group (A&G 
2001) or the Chinese learners of English in Wang (2016). As Italian, Spanish and French 
belong to the family of Romance languages, Swedish to the Germanic branch, and 
Chinese to the Sino-Tibetan languages, the differences among the learner varieties as 
observed above suggest that the overuse/underuse of the verb make may be L1-
influenced.  
 
Regarding the causative make + verb structure in some of the examples that have been 
shown in section 4, transfer from the L1 may have resulted in errors in many of the 
causative make + verb structures. Both Spanish and Italian learners use the verb 
complement with to-infinitive (*make somebody to do something). In the two L1s there 
is only one infinitive form (Spanish hacer and Italian fare), whereas in English, there are 
two infinitives: to-infinitive and zero infinitive. Therefore, it may be difficult for learners 
of English from a language background with only one infinitive form to know which form 
of the infinitive to use with which verb in English. 
 
Another characteristic that has been found is the orality of L2 writing. In the use of the 
causative make + verb structure Italian and Spanish learners show preference for verbs 
that express more personal involvement (e.g. think, believe, feel), while the native-
speakers use hedging devices (e.g. seem, appear), which are typical of academic writing. 
Verbs of the latter type are also significantly underused by the two learner groups in A&G 
(2001), suggesting that this may be a universal feature of learner language. The idea that 
non-native speakers’ writing is less academic has been reinforced by reading carefully a 
few essay samples from the three corpora. 
 
The same feature can be found in learners’ choice of personal pronouns in causative make 
sb do sth structure. Learners of these two groups overuse the first and second person 
pronouns, while the native-speakers tended to use more impersonal structures. Granger 
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& Rayson (1998) show that French learners tend to overuse first and second person 
pronouns as well. The most common pronoun found in this study is the first person plural 
us, which is clearly overused in the Spanish corpus, making the language sound more 
“chatty”. This suggests that L2 learners may not be aware of register differences when 
writing in a second language, something that has been found to be true of L1 novice 
writing as well (Granger & Rayson, 1998, and Wang, 2018), but L2 learners are perhaps 
even less aware of register differences. A discussion of possible factors that could explain 
lack of register awareness among learner writers, such as the influence of the first 
language, the influence of speech, and teaching factors, can be found in Gilquin & Paquot 
(2008). 
 
In terms of frequency, causative make + adjective structure, there is no significant 
difference between the Italian and the native-speaker corpora. However, the high 
occurrence of the adjective illegal in the Italian corpus (53 occurrences) may have skewed 
the results and, as the Spanish learners, the Italian learners would in fact have underused 
the causative make + adjective structure if make sth illegal was removed. The possible 
underuse found in the Italian corpus is explained due to the lack of congruence between 
the learners’ L1 and the TL regarding the causative structure, as the Italian learners do 
not use the prototypical translation of make (fare) in adjective structures; instead, they use 
rendere (return). This is also the case of French learners, as discussed in Altenberg & 
Granger (2001). French learners do not use the prototypical equivalent of make, (faire) 
which corresponds in this case to rendre with the adjective structures. Nevertheless, the 
underuse found in the Spanish corpus of causative make + adjective structure cannot be 
explained in the same way, as the prototypical translation of make (hacer) is the only one 
used in Spanish in these cases. 
 
Kellerman (1995) claimed that “the more similar the languages are at some point, the 
more likely the L1 is to influence” (p. 126), and this influence can be either positive or 
negative. In the case of causative make + adjective structures, it has been discussed that 
Spanish speakers underused this type of structure, while the Italian corpus showed no 
significant difference in terms of frequency with the native-speaker corpus. Although 
Romance languages are somewhat distant to Germanic languages such as English, it has 
been argued that both Spanish and Italian possess a similar structure corresponding to 
make sb + adjective, which may have resulted in a positive L1 transfer e.g. It makes me 
happy  SP: Me hace feliz / IT  Mi fa felice.  
 
In the case of the noun collocates of the delexical take there is an overuse of the 
collocation take part in in the Italian corpus that echoes the high occurrence of illegal in 
the causative make + adjective structure in the same corpus. Out of 61 occurrences of take 
part in, the Italian learners used the noun sports to collocate with this structure very 
frequently, 48 times. Again, the Italian group has shown a similar frequency of delexical 
take to that in the native-speaker corpus, but this result could have been skewed by the 
high frequency of one particular collocation. 
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Another interesting finding concerns the delexical use of make. The collocates of make 
are usually nouns referring to speech actions. As shown in the results section, the speech 
noun collocates (argument, point, claim, statement) are used much more frequently by 
the native speakers than by the learner groups. It is interesting to note how no speech 
collocates have been found in the Italian group. Both L2 varieties lack this feature 
characteristic of the English language, namely to collocate make with speech nouns; 
however, this difference is more problematic in the Italian group. This had been 
previously noticed by Altenberg & Granger (2001) and Wang (2016: 109) in different 
learner varieties. Learners of English use fewer speech collocates with delexical make 
may be an indication that this is a general feature of learner language. Learners may not 
be aware of the collocational tendencies of make, despite its high frequency in the input 
it may have not been enough for learners to acquire productive knowledge on this type of 
collocations, and this is something with pedagogical implications 
 
Regarding the delexical take + noun collocations, a brief discussion was made on the 
delexical verb + noun collocation take a decision in section 4. This collocation was 
overused in both learner corpora. The most frequent verb that collocates with decision(s) 
in the BNC is make. However, both learner languages in this study prefer to use take 
(Spanish 3; Italian 21) than make (Spanish 1; Italian 8). It is obvious that Italian learners 
are more fond of the structure make/take a decision that the Spanish group, but this 
difference may be due to the topic of the essay, as, unlike the Spanish group, most Italian 
learners chose to discuss a topic on abortion in which one common argument is centered 
on the right of women to make a decision on this issue by themselves. The L1 of the 
learner groups is likely to be behind the learners’ lexical preference, as both Spanish and 
Italian use the verb take in the equivalent phrase (IT prendere una decisione – take a 
decision; SP tomar una decisión -take a decision), and in both groups take a decision is 
the preferred expression. Both Swedish and French learners in the study of Altenberg & 
Granger (2001) also underused make + decision. 
 
It was likely that both learner groups used take instead, as the equivalent translation of 
the phrase would result in this verb: Swedish ta ett beslut (take a decision) and French 
prendre une décision (take a decision). Nevertheless, Wang (2016) found a higher 
frequency of make than take when it goes with decision in her Swedish learner corpus. 
At the same time, Swedish learners also produce a variety of verbs with decision, such as 
take, lead, get, reach and come (Wang, 2016, p. 110). Her explanation for this variation 
in the case of Swedish was that as beslut (decision) collocates with L1 verbs such as fatta 
(make, grasp) or ta (have, take), it gives Swedish learners a sense of freedom to choose 
equivalent verbs that does not apply in the target language.  
 
In contrast, Chinese learners only used the verb + noun collocation make a decision 
despite the fact that there is a word-for-word equivalent for take + decision available in 
the Chinese language. In addition, although there is no clear distinction between the L1 
equivalents of make and do, no instances of do a decision are found in the Chinese learner 
corpus. In other words, there appears to be a very strong link between make and decision 
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in the Chinese learners’ mental lexicon and this combination has acquired a special status 
in the learner language. Nevertheless, the Italian and Spanish learners seem to be strongly 
influenced by their L1s, as shown by their choice of the verb take. A possible explanation 
is that Chinese leaners constrain L1 transfer, probably because of the leaners’ perception 
of the distance between the two languages involved: the L1 and the TL, known as 
psychotypology. Wang (2016) explains that if the leaners’ L1 is typologically similar to 
the TL, they will make more cross-language generalisations than those leaners who 
perceive their L1 to be very different from the TL. Chinese has a different relationship 
with the English language in terms of typological proximity than Spanish and Italian do, 
causing that there is no transfer in the delexical collocation take a decision in the Chinese 
learner corpus, but it happens in the Italian and the Spanish learner corpora. 
 
Lastly, it has been pointed out in the results section that delexical take + noun collocations 
are rather fixed. Wang (2016) points out that collocations such as take advantage of, take 
care and take part in were highly frequent in Chinese and Swedish learner English. As 
almost all the noun collocates occurred exclusively in the singular form and without any 
determiners (146-147), she provided two possible reasons why such colocations may be 
learned as block-like units or chunks. First of all, the high degree of fixedness (both 
lexically restrictive and syntactically flexible); and second, the input. As these delexical 
collocations were also highly frequent in the TL corpus, it means that the students may 
have received enough input for them to acquire those collocations with a high degree of 
fixedness (203). One of the results of chunk learning is that the internal make-up of 
chunks/collocations is less prone to L1 interference. In the present study, take place and 
take care are collocations that did not seem to be specially tricky for learners (although 
the Spanish group overused take place), giving further support to Wang’s (2016) claim.  
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6. Conclusion 

This study has contributed to the knowledge of the learner use of two high-frequency 
verbs make and take. Moreover, this paper has brought further evidence to what has been 
noted by researchers such as Howarth (1998), Altenberg & Granger (2001), Nesselhauf 
(2003), Futgi et al. (2008) and Wang (2016); namely that high-frequency verbs are tricky 
even for advanced language learners. Make and take have been seen as versatile verbs 
with diverse semantic and syntactic patterings. The comparison of the two learner corpora 
has helped to draw more reliable conclusions about features that could be universal to 
learner language (e.g. lack of speech noun collocates to go with the delexical make, chunk 
learning of some idiomatic expressions with take that are rather fixed) as well as those 
that are probably L1-related (e.g. the reason why Spanish learners underuse causative 
make + adjective structures).  
 
To answer the first research question (whether students tend to overuse or underuse the 
two verbs), Spanish learners underused both verbs, while Italians underused make but 
their use of take is very similar in terms of frequency to that of the native-speakers.  
 
With regard to the second research question, it has been noticed that the two most 
important major categories of make were the causative and the delexical categories. The 
log-likelihood test showed that the overall frequency of causative make was not 
statistically different between the learner corpora and the native corpus. Nevertheless, 
both Italian and Spanish learners significantly overused the verb structure, and underused 
the noun structure. Moreover, while the Spanish group also underused the adjective 
structure, this use in the Italian group seemed to be more native-like. The delexical 
category was underused by both L2 varieties. The most frequent use of take is the 
delexical category. The Spanish group showed underuse of the delexical take; however, 
the majority of the noun collocates of the delexical take were used correctly. Italians 
performed similarly in terms of frequency to the native-speakers, but there was a really 
high overuse of a particular collocation take part in, which, as discussed, may have 
skewed the results. The results corroborate Wang (2016) who noted that such collocations 
may be considered safe to use by L2 learners because they are rather fixed expressions 
and occur with high-frequency in the input, and therefore are probably learned as block-
like units, which in turn leaves no or small room for variations and errors.  
 
To answer the last research question whether the two learner groups share commonalities 
regarding the use of these verbs, more similarities than differences have been found in 
the study. This is probably not surprising, because both L1s are Romantic languages. For 
example, it has been mentioned that both learner varieties underused the verb make and 
its delexical uses, but both of them used the causative category in a similar way to that in 
the native-speaker corpus in terms of frequency. The main difference is that Italian 
learners have shown a tendency to resort to certain expressions, such as make sth illegal 
and take part in (sports). Such tendency has not been spotted in the Spanish corpora, 
although in general both learner yielded a more limited range of noun collocates than did 
the natives.  
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Moreover, this study has also brought further evidence to what researchers such as Wang 
(2016) pointed out: L2 learners use a more chatty style than native speakers when writing. 
Spanish and Italian learners have used one single type of English that does not distinguish 
genres. This is mainly illustrated in the causative make + verb structure (make sb do 
something). Unlike the native-speaker learners who tended to use hedging devices more 
often, the Spanish and Italian learners used verbs with personal implications that are more 
typical of speech than academic writing. Moreover they tend to cover the sb slot with first 
and second personal pronouns.  
 
These results have pedagogical implications. As it has previously been mentioned, high-
frequency verbs are taught at the beginning of the learning process; however, this study 
has showed that they are complicated in production (Howarth, 1998; Altenberg & 
Granger, 2001). Teachers should be aware of what learners have not mastered yet, as 
Lennon (1996) suggests "teaching at the advanced level should aim (...) to flesh out the 
incomplete or 'skeleton' entries which even advanced learners may have for high-
frequency verbs" (p. 23). Moreover, Cobb (2003) claims that there is a focus on teaching 
advanced learners low frequency vocabulary instead of aiming to improve learners’ 
productive capacities of certain items of the target language, like high-frequency verbs, 
that have not been fully mastered yet.  
 
Further research would benefit from the study of corpora of the learners’ L1 to be able to 
compare and provide more reliable conclusions about L1 influence. Moreover, it would 
be interesting to see how collocational competence develops by stages by comparing data 
produced by advanced non-native speakers and learners from lower levels. Another 
important line of research would involve the syntactic patterns of the collocations; for 
example the use of prepositions, articles, and determiners could reveal a fuller picture of 
the learners’ collocational knowledge. 
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